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1  Introduction 

IAztailed studies of mtlrphophonologica~, syntactic and semantic develop- 
ments in the Spanish spoken by Puerto Rican bilingunls in New York City 
(Poplack 1980a, h, 1981; Pousada and Poplack 1982; Sankoff and Poplack 
1980) show that they are internal, or systemic tendencies, and not due to 
influenc from English. On the basis of those slurlies. we concluded that 
nearly a century of contact had not affected the Puscto Rican grammatical 
sywm. and that influerke from English was probably largely confined to 
mow superficial level:; of linguistic structure. 

In this paper we examiw one arelt in which the contact situation has 
had a clear effect: the lexiccn. In partictilar, WL: focus an one mean2 
available for speakers to incorporate foreign material into the host langxgc: 
the assignment of gender to borrowed nouns. In what follows we will first 
discuss the motivations for the study of gender assignment. review the 
ktors cited in the Iiteratl;re as responsible, and then estimate the effects 
of all of these factors combined in contributing tea the attribution of one 
gender rather than the other to English nouns borrowed into Puerto Rican 
Spanish (PRS). We will then examine both intergenerational and inter- 
linguistic patterns by [I) comparing adult behavior with that of their 
children, and (2) comparing Puerto Rican patterns with Mont& French 
(MF). a language which is typ&gicaIIy similar to Spanish, and which 
has coexisted with English even longer than Puerto Rican Spanish, although 
under rather different circumstances. 

2. The category 01 gender 

Languages may be divided typologically into those which have gram- 
matical gender (e.g. Indo-European languages) and those which do not 
(e.g. Finno-Ugric, Chinese, Basque languages). Among gender languages, 
two-gender systems, distinguishing masculine and feminine, and three-gender 
systems, distinguishing masculine, feminine and neukr, are the most common, 
although developments in these classificatory systems vary widely from Ian- 
guage to language. In the Romance languages, fclr example, the original 
three-gender system has been reduced to two; some Scandinavian dialects 
have gender systems which group masculine and feminine together against 
neuter, etc. 

Grammatical gender is considered by most linguists to be a surface 



syntactic means for classifying nouns accmding to their suifix, the correlation 
between natural sex and gender being secondary and imperfect. (See Fodor 
1959 and Ibrahim 1973 for discussion of the relevant literature.) In this, 
gender resembles nominal class systems such as those of the Bslntu and 
other African languages, as concord or agreement is the most important 

criterion in both types of system. Gender as well as class languages have 
three basic word classes: words with inherent gender or class (nouns). 
words with concordial gender [these wil1 vary according to the language), 
and those with neither (invariable constituents). In both French and Spanish. 
determiners, most adjectives and promuns must agree in gender with the 
head naun; participial oerhs al:~ show agreement under certain circum- 
stmces.’ We refer in what follows to these elements as ‘gender carriers’. 
In English, on the other hand, gender has lost its function as a grammati4 
category, and persists only in pronouns referring to animate beings or 
personified inanimate nouns. Given the differences between the languages 
under consideration, we will seek to establish how gender is assigned to 
nouns borrowed from a language in which gender is not a syntactic category. 

We will also examine whether there is any weakening of this complex 
system of noun classification ax&able to the contact situation by com- 
paring &der assignment among second and third generation speakers ol’ 
Puerto Rican Spanish, the majority of whom were raised in the United 
Stites, with that of their parents. We will specifically seek tg establish 
whether formal tmjning in Spanish (i.e. participation in bilingual programs) 
to which about half the children are exposed, is a differentiating Victor 
in children’s behavior. 

The category of grammatical gender has been characterized as “one of 
the unshed puzzles of linguistic science” (Fodor 1959; Ibmhim 1973). 
Since at feast the fifth century IK., linguists have not been abIe to agree 
on whether the origins and functions of gender are semantic or syntactic. 
Deciding this question is complicated by the fact thz~t it is not clear 
whether any given noun has its s@fic gender by virtue of its synchronic 
phonological, syntactic and/or semantic properties, or simply because this 
gender was transmitted by previous generations of speakers of the language. 

This explains in part the rmjt proiiferation oi’ studies of gender assign- 

* The past participle of French verbs conjugated with htre agrees in gender with the subject 
of the verb; when conjugated with awir it agrees with the precediq direct object, The 
past participle of reflexive verbs agrees with the subject unless a precsdine direct object is 
present, in which case it agees with ihe latter. In Spanish, past parliciplcs in passive construc- 
tions with .W agree in gender with the subjet of the verb. 



ment to loanwords (e.g. Arndt 1470 ; &drdsrno?e 1971; Zamora I975 ; 
Lang 1976 : Barkin 1980), since examination of borrowed forms provides 
an ideal opportunity to investigate synchronicalty the factors operative in 
ilssigning gender to new material, which has not been handed down from 
previous generations. 

Though we agree with Hfaugen (1969: 441) that such stud& cannot shed 
!ight on the origin of gender - indeed, there is little consensus in the 
literature on whether formal’ or semantic influences predominate, even in 
studies of the same language - they can tell us something about the present- 
day functioning of gender in these languages, and contribute to our know- 
ledge of one aspect of the integration of borrowed m;iterial into a recipient 
language. 

3, Previmts studies of gender assignmmt 

The factoK cited in the literature aL responsible fbr gender assignment 
in borrowed nouns (e.g. Haden and Joliat 1940; Reed 1942; Weinreich 
!953; Haugen 1909: tbrahim 1973) include (a) the physiological sex of 
the ianimte) referent, (b) identification of the phonological shape of the 
1vzltiord with ;I &ISS of shapes in the host language requiring a curtain 
gender (e.g. most Spanish words ending in -r take masculine, French 
words ending in -ii> take Csminine), (c) association with a host language 
semantic equivalent and ascription to the borrowed word of the gender 
of that equivalent (PRS el book =-c PI /iho ; MF Iu cooktvie < Iu oui.Gw) 
to which we refer as ‘analogical’ gender, (d) association with the gender of 
a host language homophone (e.g. Eng. C&W h Sp. color; Eng. parry w 
Fr. parti). (C:I association of a borrowed sufiix with 51 host suffix requiring 
ti certain gender (Eng. -.v with Sp. -iu, Fr. -ir; Eng. -In& with Sp. -mietjtn, 
Fr. -??IOIlj. 

Also n0tz.I anecdotaily (Arndt 1970) is the factor of graphemic image 
of a loanward. Although this factor may have some import in French, 
since borrowed words re+a!ning English spellings in the dictionary appear 
(at last from the data prexnied in Tucker et al. 1977) to f&vor masculine 
gender, it is questionable whether it afiects Puerto Rican Spanish, a Ian- 
guage in which aniy a small proportion of borrowed words are old (or 
accepted) enough tu appear in print at all, let alone in the dictionary.2 

’ Those borrowed words which do tippar in community publications SUCII as posters, 



Even in the French case it is by no mc:ans clear whether 1 hc written 
form of a given word determines its pronunciation and hence, its gender 
(what Haden and Joliat (1940: X0) caH “learned borrowings”), or whether 
the spelling is made to conform with a previously assigned pronunciation 
and/or gender. Indeed, the provenance of w&established borrowings in 
Montreal French - whether via Metropolitan French and hence probably 
through written sources, or through independent developments is often 
problematic. 

Since, moreover, our data were not elicited through written questionnaires, 
but were extracted from ntitturally occurring speech. we omitted the graphemic 
factor from our calculations. 

A final factor is the tendency (cited by Haugen 1969; Uorrea-Zoli 19731, 
to which we return betow, for loanwords to take on the so-culled ‘unmarked’ 
gender of the host language, presumably masculine in French and Spanish. 

The aforementioned studies have basically attempted to isolate the single 
factor responsible for gender assignment and to explain away the exceptions 
in terms of other factors. Haugen says of Norwegian thnt the general rule 
is that “all nouns become masculine unless they are associated with ;1 
homophonous feminine or neuter morpheme or a female oreutrlre” (1969: 
443). Aside from the somewhat crd im nature of such a We’, these studies 
often lead to conflicting results, Thus, in dexribing gender assignment to 
En&h lortnwords in German, Lang (1476) tells us that the basis is semantic, 
Arndt (1970) claims that it is graphemic and morphological, and an earlier 
study by Reed [ 1942) cites analogical, suffixal, and physiological criteria 
as well as association of English rho’ with the German feminine determiner 
c/ii!. 

Correa-%li (1973) tells us that the general trend in gender assignment 
in Italian is masculine, the exceptions to which can be explained by the 
pull c>f phonological shape and placement within a semantic class. In a 
psychalinguisdc study, Erwin Tripp (1973) found that c:ven in nonsense 
words, gender had semantic connotations for Italian-English bilinguals. 

The problem with the studies which claim predominance of a single 
factor is the embarrassment of exceptions to be accounted for, ulhilc thog 
which admit more than one factor fail to examine every loanword systematic- 

flyers, pm@Iets and loctil newspapers, are almost Atbout axception forms which have 
&n socially integrated into the community repertoire, and hence m o s t  likely Lo hc: phon- 
obgically and morphologically integrated into Sp;lnish patterns (Poplack et al. 19W. As WC 
w il l  s e e  b e lo w , such linguistically integrated forms tend to take on the gender nf native 
words of the same shape. 



ally to see if they could have been at play simultanesusly. Thus, in account- 
ing for fenlinine ‘deviations’ from the masculine Italian ‘norm’, Correa-Zoli 
explains away la mm ‘nurse’ as being due to association with natura1 
gender, lupinrti *paint’ by its placement within a semantic class, and la SUPTU 
‘sweater’ as a resuh af phonic adaptation (1973: 125-6). From the shaFjc 
of these words, however, it is plain that the last-mentioned FE&or could 
well account for all of these cases. 

How’do these investigators know which factor takes precedence when 
more than one are present’? 

Two other stud& deserving of mention are those oI’ Bear&more [l!Ul) 
an f lemish loanwords in Brussels French and Barkin (1980) on English 
laanwords in Chicano Spanish. In contrast with the rest of the literature, 
which has generally reported an overwhelming inter-speaker regularity in 
the assignment of gender, even if there was not much agreement on the 
ftictors motivating gender choice, Beardsmore suggests that speakers who 
do not keep their two Ianguages separate will show deviant gender assign- 
ment patterns compared with the rest of the community (p. 142).j Barkin 
takes this tack further by correlating the quantity of unassimilated loan- 
words with the complete absence of gender indications on borrowed nouns 
in Chicano Spanish. She claims that for those informants who chose more 
phonologically assimilated loanwords and/or few E@ish borrowings, gender 
remained an important grammatical category. However, for those who u&d 
unassimilated items from English, gender played little or no role (p_ 5). 

We must point out that since gender does not exist on its own, but is 
manifested morphologicalIy in certain sentence elements, this sort of finding, 
viz. that degree of phonoiogical integration of a word correlates with the 
presence or absence of the ategory of gender, seems highly unlikely, unless 
the speakers belong to some speech community where determiners, pronouns 
and adjectives, the gender carriers, are not used in Spanish, Rather we 
assume that her results are due both to her elicitation technique, which 
consisted of asking a respndent to identify a picture (to which a common 
response is simply, eg., ‘dog’), and to the fact, to k discussed in section 
5.3.2, that gender is not always required or showa. 

To verify these impressions, and as part of our ongoing studies of the 
types of influence one languas may exercise on another, we also examined 
the presence of gender in terms of syntactic requirements for its expression. 
J The large percentage of gender vaciHation (143 reported m Haugen (1969) is undoubtedly 
due to the inclusion of several speech communities in the sample, a phenomenon analogous 
IO what we desMibe irr section 10 for Metropolitan and Montreal French. 
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4. Variation theory and bnrruwings 

The variationist approach contributes two new aspects to the study of 
borrowings in general and to the study of their gender assignment in 
pa&lllW. 

The d!ta bases for most previous work have been set up through ekitation 
or translation procedures, or r.hrough .he collection of examples from 
various sources: written, or spoken and overheard by the linguist. The 
present study uses instead two large corpo~ of the spoken language, which 
enables us to situate borrowed nouns in their natural context. 

The second aspect of the vari;ltionist approach is tu treat gender asign- 
mcnt as a variable process. This needs some justification. for as we will 
contirm k&r, with few exceptions, the gender of loanwords is not variabk. 
However, at the time the word is being borrowed, the various factors 
which influence the choice of gender impinge on this choice in a way 
analogous to the way environmental factors affect a linguistic variabk in 
discourse. Proof of this claim, that the choice of gender is attributable to 
a combination of quantitative influences from various factors, and that 
these influences only determine the probability that the choice be masculine 
or feminine, is a major goal of this paper. 

This differs from the traditional explanatory paradigm whereby ail loan- 
words having a certain characteristic, say, will be masculine and the rest 
feminine, except when certain fatures are present, when the choice will 
be reversed, except for certain exceptions to these exceptions, and so on. 
We suggest that this latter deterministic approach to explaining gender 
assignment represents an invalid use of hindsight to incorrectly avoid the 
element of unpredictability inherent in the assignment process. 

Our point of view is perhaps best enunciated by Haugen, although, 
presumably for lack of a suitabIe analytical framework, he himself had 
recourse to the deterministic fallacy cited above: 

Where several factors have operated, we have no good way OF saying which one WBS the 
most important. We carmoot rule uut I.& possibility of Lzincidencc unless wc have a large 
number of instances and as kw exceptions as possible. At best we arc dealing with pro- 
babilities. 

The explanations advanced so far huve not made it possible to set up rules by which one 
could predict the gender of every noun. Most students have had a residue of forms which 
seemed to defy every rule. and one is tempted to say with C. B. Wilson that chance has been 
a considerable factor (lY6Y: 441). 



5. Data and nwth~~Is 

The data on which this stlldy is based are drawn from t w o rather 
distinct data bases. One consists of over 300 hours of taped speech recorded 
from 16 Puerto Rican working-class children and their parents and elders, 
all residents of a single biock in East Harlem, New York. These data were 
recorded during several years of partirrirdnt observation in a wide variety 
of situations and settings, charact&& hy speech ranging from highly 
formal to *vernacular’ s~tes.~ The composition of the sample is described 
in detiil elsewhere (Language Policy Task Force 1980; Poplack and Pousada 
forthcoming). Suffice it to say here that both adults and children include 
fluent and non-fluent bilinguals; the children were additionally selected 
according to whether their language of instruction in school was Spanish 
or English, in order to investigate whether those who receive forma1 training 
show different patterns of gender assignment from those who xquired 
Spanish outside of school. 

The French data were extracted from a computerized corpus of socio- 
linguistic interviews with a socially stratified, randomly selected sample of 
120 spkers of Montreal French (Sankoff and Sankoff 1973; Sankoff et al. 
1976, 1978; Sankoff 1978).s Thus, in contrast to other studies of gender 
assignmmt to loanwords cited above, the data used here were neither 
specificatly eticited nor collected from written texts; all instances of borrow- 
ed nouns occurred spontaneously in speech c&&d for other purposes. 

The dissimilarities between the samples in social and stylistic represent- 
ativeness, 8s well as the differences in the status of francuphones in 
Montreal and Puerto Ricans in New York City are evident.6 These differ- 

’ WC designate ;IS ‘vernacular’ speech recmded in the abmce of the interviewer. 
’ Because the French data were extracted ROIII R cony~terized concordance of one million 
words rather than from the taw-recorded data, the context did not always allaw us to 
distinguish whelher synonymous nouns which are orthogaphically the ‘WLIC iri Flencn and 
English (c.g, COW. &irrage) were borrowed or not. ALI instances such as these were therefore 
excluded from the analysis. 
h The most obvious ones ting, of course. that French Canadians constitute an ovenvbelming 
majority in the province of Quebec, with representation in all ~Gkll and economic scalars. 
and that French is the o!XcW tanpage of that province. Putt-to Ricans in New York. in 
cotxrast, are concentrated in the lower &o-economic sectors, and Spanish remains a 
minority language wherever it is spken in the United Stabxs, reerdless of the proportion 
ils speakers represent in any given location. 



ences could prove crucial in the study of the propensity to use loanwords 
versus native words, of situational determinants of Ioanwr,rds USC. of rate 
of occurrence of ioanwords, of preferred semantic fields for loanwords, etc, 
However, rather than approach any of these issues. this study will be 
limited to the examination of only one aspect of the incorporation into 
the host bnguage of borrowed nouns once they are used : their assignment 
to a gender. In this sense the two dati bases are comp;mble: with few 
exceptions (section 5.3.21, speakers of both Montreal French and Puerto 
Rican Spanish must assign gender to English nouns when producing them 
in a host language 4:ontext. 

Moreover, though inter-speaker vacillation in gender assignment has &n 
ascribed to social ficlors (Amdi 1970; Bcardsmore I971 ), we will show 
that any differences in gender assignment which do emerge arc Ianguqe- 
specific, and not due to social or stylistic differences either between or 
within the samples. 

For the purposes of this study we define as borrowed any single noun 
which can be etymologically identified as having entered the language via 
English. In an effort to separate potential instances of code-switching from 
borrowing, we excluded all cases in which two or more conscutive English 
words were involved. Thus examples like ( I) were excluded from this study : 

Compounds, which can be argued to represent a single UI& in the mind 
of the speaker, were included: 

@a) MF: Ellc sait pas encore CP quc c’est qu’un miwdr~ rmrt. (96:&l) 
‘She stilt doesn’t know what a miracle mal: ;r..’ 

(2b) PRS : Vamos pa’ arriba a meter Mano H la ~JCJ rwcmk~r. (51213) 
‘Let’s go upstairs and fool around with the tape recorder.’ 

’ Numbers in parentheses are speaker identification codes. 



Aside from this distinction, borrowed nouns were treated regardless of 
degree of social or other integration into the  mmmunity repertoire, We 
thus considered very old and well-accepted terms like smdt?ich, snob (which 
came into Metropolitan Frexh in 1801 and 1857 respectively),8 along 
with others which are comparatively recent (e.g. MF /es speedps ‘speed 
freaks’, PRS los sergiu ‘jean~‘).~ We included words which are completely 
integrated phonologically (Fr. b&gel [bydl3eJ, PRS marlrp~ [lmtre]) and/or 
morphologically (MF /e stoppage ‘act of stopping’, PEPS la esiqfu ‘stuff) 
as well as thase which were not. Some words, like club, gang, jnb, appeared 
over 101) times each in the Montreal French corp~s.‘~ Others, such as MF 
6mrdwlk, pw-WP, PRS hvo-iim4r, JbolprW, were only uttered once by a 
single speaker. In fact, it is an empirical question whether the latter should 
be considered instances of single-word code-switching rather than horrow- 
ing; in the absence of further information they were included in this study. 

All of these cases, different in degree, though perhaps not in substance, 
reflect the diversity inherent in bilingual speech performance. *4 full study 
of loanwords would need to distinguish among them;’ * however, regardless 
of their degree of acceptance or integration in the community, each of 
these IIOU~S must be assigned a gender when uttered in a French or 
Spanish context. It is the factors involved in the assignment process which 
sre G;. LYUS of study here. 

Every borrowed noun in the two corpora thus identified was coded as 
to the gender of its animate rpferent, its analogical translate. its host 
language homophone, and analogy with its sufixal ending, if any of these 
were pertinent, and as 0 if they were not, as exemplified in table 1. Thus 
the occurrace of PRS shorfy and MF boy friend in the respective corpora 
was coded as M for physioIogical referent, since they both referred to 

8 These may very weli have: been borrowed independently into Montreal French. 
9 Scrgio Valente brand blue jeans. 
lo In these cases we counted types. not tokens. so as not to skew the data towards one 
gender throu& inclusion of a ft frequently recurring rages. However, any occurrence of a 
word which could be c&d di!Erently from othw occurrences For any of the factors desSmd 
in section 3, including scru~l gender assigned, was coded as a qarate type. 
‘I In Facl. gender asdgnmen! is only one of many ways of distinguishing toanwords from 
momentarily &rowed marerial (see Foplack et al, 1980). 



Analogical gender 

Homophony 

SuffIxal analogy 

M 
F 
0 

M 
M 
F 
F 
0 
0 

M 

F 

0 

M 

F 

0 

ISI 

F 

0 
- 

males; blackour and ueckj& were coded as 0, as they have no animate 
referent, etc. 

In addition, each borrowed noun was coded according to whether its 
phonological shape corresponded to any phonoIogicaIly_based rules for 
gender assiment in the host I#anguage. 

5.3.1. Phmuiogi~al rules fur gder Assignment h Spunish and Fwtch 
The prescriptive phonoIogi4 rtAes for gender ass&q-cnt to Spanish 

nouns are rathr:r straightforward. ’ * Aside from a fm well-kined exceptions, 

l2 We use the term ‘rule’ here in thr! sense of gcncralizations from actual frequency. In 



words ending in unstressed -a, in 4, -: and in a number of suffixes (-dud, 
ad, -tuti, -uwbw, -ie, -ih) require feminine gender; compounds and those 
ending in the other vowels, consonants and suflixes are assigned masculine 
(Bull 1965; Holt and Dumber 1973; Socarras 1975; Alcina Franch and Blecua 
1975). On the basis of these rules, a word like su&r ‘sweater’ would be coded 
as phonologically nlasculine; wwu ‘swater’, as phonologically feminine. 

Prescriptive rules for gender assignment in French, in contrast, are of 
little help in determining gender. The grammar of the Acadimie franCake 
(1932 : IQ, for example. gives the following information : 

11 y a Jcux genres: lc mascuiin (pk. loup): le Eminin (mere. louve). ‘There are two 
genders: the masculine (father, wolf); the fcmininc (mother, she-woln.’ 

An elemefitary grammar for French children (Galichet and Mondounnd 
1963, cited in Tucker et al. 1977: 14) gives the hint: 

Pour savoir si un nom commun est au masculin. ess;lyez dc mettre devnnt lui k ou m. 
‘TO find out whether a common noun is masculine. try to pur IP or WI [mascuIi,le 
determiners] before it.’ 

The vagueness of these rules is due to the fact that phr>uological shape 
only minimally determines gender assignment to French nouns. In their 
monumental investigation of gender assignment to over 31,000 nouns in 
the Pe~ir LcIr~u.~e dictionary, Tucker et al. (1977) found that noun ending 
and grammatical gender did occur in a systematic and predictive fashion 
(p. 58). By this they mean that it is possible tir predict and prove that 
rare or invented nouns ending in certain groups of phones (e.g. -atioH) 
will be assigned feminine by native speakers, and others (e.g. -kme) will 
be assigned masculine. For still others - the majority - they predict that 
native speakers will not assign gender cunsistently. (This is the case for 
words ending in -oire, for example. About half of the words with this 
ending in the French dictionary are feminine, the others are masculine. 
Little surprise, thm, that native speakers vacillate in assigning gender to 
uncommon French nouns with this shape.) 

In coding for phonological gender of nouns borrowed into French, then, 

fact, the overwhelming majority of these rules accurately predict the gender assignment LO 
95”,, or more of Ihe Spanish nouns in the dictionary subsumed under each (Bull 1963: 109). 
A5 u/e will see below. these same: rules are also used to predict gender assignment to 
borrowed nouns. 



we systematically compared their word endings with every ending listed in 
the Tucker et al, compilation.13 Only when an ending cxhibitrd a strong 
preference for a certain gender (in the area of at least 10 to I) did we code 
it as belonging phonologically Ito that gender (e.g. as 1,268 out of 1,277 

words ending in -ago are masculine in French. a word like MF &ppg~~ 
would have been coded as phonobgically masculine). When a particular 
ending in English could be associated with many French endings (e.g. Eng. 
-ck with Fr. -c. -qlr~, -~ULJ.Y. -q& we did nat associate it with any, unless 
(1) all took the same gender or (2) one ending was far ntorc common than 
the others. 

For the Puerto Rican Spanish data we further coded filch Etylish noun 
for degree of -honolugical integration into Spanish (e.g. tc~~cr [‘tena] ‘tenant’ 
was coded as tully integrated; fwd [Ibrrkj, as unintcgratcd). This was not 

possible for the French data. which were extracted from the written concnrd- 

ante to the corpus rather than the actu:tl tapes, 

5.3.2. S~MNI~C rxqrtir-~~~~~~lrs ,/t~)- i/xl ~~sprc~sxI(II~ (?I’ gt~udtr 
WC also coded for each krowed noun the actual gender nssigncd, As 

we will see below, man:: nouns could not be so coded. Since gender is a 
concord rule. its indications rn;iy be conveyed on determiners. adjectives 
or pronouns, as well as or) past participles. As these are not always 
obligatory categories, and as gi:nder distinctions are neutralized on some 
(e.g. French plurals, Spanish possessive adjectives), there are many cases 
of borrowed nouns which did not show gender. 

In this connection, we examined for each borrowed noun whether or not 
a gender carrier was syntactically required. For example, instances where 
the gender carrier is not required in French included nouns following 
ccrtaila prepositions, as in (31, und after the copufa, as in (4). 

(3) Et puis. les fmnr;ais. eux-aulrcs, ils SC bercent en 0 rnr*kirtl: rhuir puis L’ . bien. nous- 
autrcS. on ‘walche’ puis on w d t c t l cn an&is. nOus-autrcs. (92:3h?) 
‘Well. the French {it’s okay ifj they rock in a rocking chair. but us, if wc [s# 
‘w&he’, we’re watching in Engli:ih.’ 

(41 J’ai un de rnes L’IIUHU, moi, qui cst 0 h~~ss, c*est lui qui a IL’ plus gros titre dc la 
c0mpagnie. (9X%2) 
‘I’ve got a friend who’s a bass. !e’s the one Ah the highest rank in Ihc cmnpany. 

I3 We follow the indications in luck<:r el al. (1977) that beginnings of words provide no 
information concermng grndcr and arc apparently not used as gender clues by native spccakers 
of French. 



In noms beginning with a vowel (5), after RO~TLJ. vmr (6), and in plural 
determiners (41, the gender distinction can be neutralized. 

(5) Moi, je parlerais jamais mal contre I’t~,~lcM.&c~~~, p”rcc que moi, j’cn travaille pour 
du mvude qui sent dans l’esmhlistmrcnt. (114!7361 
‘I would never way anything againsi rhr &nbiishment hecause I work for people who 
are in the estahlishnux~’ 

Similarly, in Spanish gender carriers are not requird Gth mass nouns 
(71, plural nouns following verbs (8) or prepositions (9); gender distinctions 
are neumhed in unstressed pssessives (91, etc, 

(9) Lc todo, y le pu&ron en 0 plain~ln!!~~ 149141) 

‘They took away his stripes and everything and put him to work in plainclothes.’ 

On the basis OF these coding procedures, we examined 1,049 borrowed 
nouns in the French and Spanish corpora, to which 765 were assigned a 
gender. We first investigated whether the assignment of gender to borrowed 
nouns proceeds according to monolingual rules. 

6. The expression of g&r according to syntactic requirements 

Table 2 depicts the proportion of gender expressed in Puerto Rican 
Spanish and Montreal French according to syntactic requirements for its 
expression in the respective languages. 

We note first that gender may be expressed, even when the determiner 
is not required or is uninflected for gend.er, via #her sntence elements 
which are also gender carriers, as is the case in (IO) and ( 1 I ) : 

(Ma) PRS: Yo crco que mi Mr esti linda, beautiful. (02;334) 
‘I think my hair is pretty, beautiful.’ 

(lab) Yo tcngo irahirs m&s cam que smoking. (iill91) 

‘I have ii-tiie cxpeAx habits than smoking.’ 
(1 In) MF: TCS her da@ scant pas p&s. la steam, elle vient pas. (781326) 

‘Your hot dogs aren’t ready, the steam isn’t coming.’ 



Ger:der not required 4”,, 9”,, III’ (, 

I ,24 Il*lIH 15 Iti 
-. --.._ - 

However, when the expression of gender, or more accurately* expressinn 
of the gender cslrrier, is required in the host language. it is Amost cate- 
gorically expressed. This is true of speakers of both Puerto Rican Spanish 
and Montreal French, re@rdles!s of the socio-economic, educational, qe- 
based and other distinctions among them. The Puerto Rican Spanish data. 
which include borrow& nouns which are both phonologically integrated 
and unintegrated, confirm that the expression of gender does not depend 
on phonoiogical shape of tile borrowed noun. as l&&in (1980) claims. 
but on the synt;lctic rules of’ the: hcst language. Even rnlxe striking is the 
finding that the Puerto Rican children, mrne of whom have not yet finished 
the acquisition process, and who vary widely as to their bilinguat ability. 
do not differ signiftc;lntly from each other or from their parents in this 
regard. Table 2 shows that the complex system of noun classification which 
is gender is internalized by children BS carIy as age 5, and this regardless 
of their formal training in Spanish. 

Having ascertained that the usage of gender pt~ SC proceeds with borrowed 
nouns as in native ones, we turn next to the factors which determine the 
choice of masculine versus femirline gender for a given noun. 

7. IW roles of hdivjdual factors in gender assignment 

Table 3 presents the proportion of feminine gender ass&& by the three 
samples to borrowed nouns according to the conditioning factors described 
in section 4. 



TidMC 3 
Propnrtion of fcmininc gcndcr assigned to borrowed nrjuns uccording IO conditioning Cactor!, 

---_- <, 
Puerlo Rican Puerto Rican Puerto Rican MontrA 
Spanish ad&s children FrcIKh 

- -- _. 
F/N I’,, 

0:2Y 

IS:17 
4k428 

0 

88 

II 

or13 
lOi 
2 I i2hc) 

0 O/l6 
Yl 5j6 

H 25:159 

0 Oil4 
x3 313 
I6 @I:274 

g/130 6 Xi94 K O/36 0 5i52 
24!‘183 13 141 I I9 I2 IO,‘64 I6 
IO! I2 83 3;s Bn 7J? JN hi17 

I,3 33 Ii2 50 011 0 
4iLl 19 0111 0 4110 44 52;222 

14i 125 II 51b2 x 9i63 I4 

7;242 3 31142 2 4;100 4 20!107 
&;I58 29 24! 92 26 12/u 33 29165 
s:74 II 4:59 7 4!!15 27 14: h 19 

Oi38 0 Oj29 0 019 0 013 
7:22 32 5!16 31  2;6 33 I,3 

521404 13 24i238 IO  28/166 I7 62!285 
2i IO 20 2ilO 20 010 O!O 

0!4 0 O/3 0 Oil 0 1/28 
l/9 II l/S 13 WI 0 4j5 

4@/4% I1 2!/24? 9 25/X3 I5 561250 

61 i474 13 311293 II 30!181 I7 631291 

F!N “,, FIN “4, FIN “1, 
--- 

-- 

7.1. 

7.1. I, Physiohgicai gm&r 
Although only a relatively small prcqmrton of borrowed noms could 

be assigned physiological gender (less than 10yo in the Puerto Rican corpus 
and less than 6’:g in the Montmt French m-pus), table 3 shows that in 



those cases where this factor is present, it complcrsly determines gender 
assignment to the noun, confirming the claims in the literaturc.‘S This was 
the case even when words had a definite phonologicA shape requiring the 
opposite gender (e.g. PI ~zti ‘the tenant’, which by the prescriptive rules 
outlined in section 5.3.1 would require feminine, blrt which actually rcferrcd 
to a male). This confirms the relative rarity of epicene gender. whereby 
a noun is uninflectable, even when referring to beings of both sexes @e. 
Fr. IC &~wI- ‘male or female doctor’, Sp_ In _+ ‘male or female seal”. 
Fr. and Sp. IP/P/ b&G ‘maIe or fernale baby’). at least in languages like 
French and Spanish. It remains to be seen whether this holds in languages 
where physioiagical gender ir; less of a determinant than syntactic gender 
(e.g. Swedish, German, Greek). 

7. I .2. Amdogid gmh 
According to the coding rules mentioned above, we could assign analogical 

gender to 84”;, of the borrowed nouns in tile Spanish corpus but to only 
W;, of the words in the French corpus. This discrepancy may have IWO 
causes. The first is simply our Iesser fzdmiliarity with Montreal French 
compared to.Puerto Rican Spanish. The swxlnd is the apparently greater 
preponderance of borrowed words in current idiomatic expressions in the 
Montreal French corpus, to which we did not assign analogical gender 
when there was no obvious counterpart involving word-for-word tmns 
ltition, as in (12) and 113). 

(121 11s faisaient deux. troib: mois d’armk. aprk ~a ils Wxiiiert lcur camp sur le IJJU.W. 

(9515 16) 
‘They did two. threw months in the urmy, after that rhey go1 :hc hell out of thcru.’ 

(13) II fen a I;as d’ouvrdge, et il faut avoir bicn du prr,Gr~. (35) 131) 
‘There’s w work. and you’vt: got to have a lol UT it’ll.’ 

Though WC have not yet investigated this rigorously, it may indlate 
differential borrowing khavior in the two cultures: the large mdjo:lty 
(approximately BO ‘.‘d) of borrowings into Montreal French are items which 
are either law on a translatability SC& (e,g. pnliti-marl, pop s/~p, dinky toy). 
international terms (e.g. rev&~-, bmketbnll), or slang expressions (e.g. 

‘+ The figure of SS?; assignment of feminine gender to nouns with physiologkaIly hale 
referents in the Puerto R&n data base is dut to two exceptions: ul COW, which may not 
have ~MI seen 5~ the child who uttered it 8s referring to a Female being, and d fc~bti~i. 
which is phonologically masculine. 



Effwt UT analogical gcntfcr on asrjgnment of max;culine gender when tokens determined tly 
physiological gcndcr arc removed. (Abstracted from table 3.) 

Analogically : 

ma~culrne 

M. F, and 0 

fcmininc 

Puerto Rican Spanish Montreal French 

a&f213 73 93 

97” nxxc. 
382 ;1428 

78” masc. 

21 I;274 

#I”,, masc. 77”,, masc. 
I10,14i x/t52 

78”,, masc. 58 ‘I,, IrIa!x. 

_- 

~?~~~~ki~~~, .w#; ppp pill), whereas in the Puerto Rican speech communi:;y 
many more of the borrowed nouns refer to easily translatable, every-day 
items {e.g. ~HCWCJ ‘mattress’, rni/~~ ‘toilet’, book, glow). 

The effect of analogical gender on gender assignment is quite signifrcazlt 
in both Montreal French and Puerto Rican Spanish, as may be seen in 

table 4. 
Even after removing the tokens & tcrmined by the physiological gender 

of the referent, 97”,; of Puerto Rican Z;panish analogirally masculine nouns 
took masculine gender, as compared to only 78’:: of the analogically 
feminine nouns (where the average rate of masculine in the corpus is 871!,,). 
In Mcntreal French, 78’,?;, of analogically masculine r1ouns took mascuhse, 
as compxed to 58(!;, of analogically feminine nouns (overall rate of ma%uIi~e 
= 77”:;;). As we shall see later. this effect is independent of the phonological 
shape of the borrowed noun. We have- thus imlated a clear semantic com- 
ponent to gender choice as distinct both from physiolcpgieai and phonologiA 
influences. The noun is being assigned gender to some extent simply on 
the basis of its perceived semantic equivalence (or partiai equivalence) TV a 
word having that gender in the host tanguage. 

Largely as a consequence of the fxt that the rules for French gender 
assignment on the basis of wordxnding are generally much less well defined 
tt~n the Spanish rules, only about one-fourth (237,J of the nouns in ihe 
Montreal Fren.-h corpus had an ending which might be expected to hwe 
a phoaobgical effect on the gender assigned, compared to about 7Oqi of 
the Spanish words. This is also partialiy due to the gr&er tendency of 
French to Ieave English borrowings phonologically unin~grated, aside from 



a IevelIing of syllabic stresx (Thus, a word like MF bu&r~ can be pro- 
nounced ~rg5nJ, with equi~l stress on both syllables. Since the last syllable 
does not occur in French, no phonology-based gender ru1~ could be expected 
to apply.) 

However, where phonolo$caIIy-based gender assignment rules artz clearly 
applicable, they have a strclng effect in both Spanish and French. Despite 
the small number of borrowed nouns with feminine-type endings, as we 
go from strongly integrated nouns with masculine-type endings, to less 
integrated cases, to nouns without typically Spanish or French endings, 
to feminine-type endings, the proportion of feminine gender increases 
systematically, a? may be sen in table 5. 

Table 5 

Proportion of kminine gender assigned to English I~uuwonls ;I> ii function (lr ph(lnulogicrll 
shape of word ending. (From table 3.) 

Ending : 
MascuIinc 
integrated 

Puerto Rican g/130 
Spanish 6’i1, 

Masculine 
uninlcgrated 

- 
24i l t3 

13", ,  

Not 
classified 

18;146 

12"" 

Fcmininc Feminine 
unintcgratcd integrated 

_- 
1;3 IOil - 
33 II , ,  83 I’41 

Monkal 
French 

This confirms that, contrxy to Barkin’s claims, phonolwgical integration 
affects the choice of masculine or feminine rather than tbc use of the 
category of gender per se. 

7. I .4. s#;xuI lIPl&y tit&! IloriwphOrly 

Correspondences at either the suiXxa1 level (especiatly in the French case, 
e.g. company - pnrtie), or involving the entire word (especially in the 
Spanish case, e.g. questian - ~rsri&), appear to have some effB3 in causing 
the borrowed noun to take on the gender of its homophone or sufIixa1 
translate. These effects, however, invofve Ixgely the same words in which 
the phonological effmt due to the word ending plays a role. 

The above st&ticaI results for phonologically and analogically determined 
gender could have resulted f?om two typs of configurations of data. If the 



phonolqic4 and analqicai effects are independent, they may simultaneously 
play a role in gender determination, either contradictory, or in the same 
direction. However. if one hctor, say the phonologicul, completely or 
strongly outweighs the other, i.e. the analogical, then the cmtexts in which 
the analogical bctor is observed ti have an effect must be those in which 
there is no contradictory phonological efrect. Considering the effect of 
feminine analogical gender in the presence and absence of masculine phon- 
ologitil gender {table 6) shows.that the firs! hypothesis, that of independent 
effects, is the correct one. 

Tihle 0 
Indcpadent ckts of ;Inalogy and phonology in detcrminiq; pnder assignment (tokens with 

ph ysiobgical gcndcr removed 1. 
-_ -- -- _- 

Analogically feminine. fi 

nut phonolo~u;~lly mii9zulinc 17 
JO”,, feminine 

Analo#ally feminine. 17 
phnnologicaHy maxuline 94 

I H ‘I,, fcmininc 

Analogically and 

phonologically mdxiculhc 

7 
77 3 II,, feminine 
_ _ 

When na cmtradictory phonological efixt is present, 30”,, of analogic- 
ally feminine nouns take the feminine gender. When these nouns have 
masculine-type endings, only 18”;, have feminine gender. When the analogical 
effect and the word ending are masculine, the proportion of feminine gender 
falls further, to 3”,,. This shows that neitller factor completely outweighs 
the other. ’ 5 

The calculations in taMcs 3-6 were performed excluding all nouns having 
a correspon,,.,& ~1 r i>hysiological gender. Because ehis factor has a virtually 
categorical cfXxt, the other factors may only express their effects when 
physiological gender is.absent. 

The reliability of our quantitative results is confirmed through comparison 
of the two independent Spanish samples. Aside from statistical fluctuations 
due to small numbers for certain factors, the results from the child dam 
closely parallel those of the adults (tables Zynd 3). Again, it is the agreement 
between the two data sets, even on the subtle distribution of the different 

IJ We could not study the apposite effect bemuse there was only tne noun with a feminine 

ending and masculine antilogy (14 rena). 



factors, which is most striking. lAdeed. differentiation among the children 
was so limited and idiosyncratic that it could not be ascribed to participation 
in bilingual programs or xny cIther extra-lingvistic factors. There is thus 
no evidence of weakening of ger;der assignment patterns among the younger 
generation. 

8. The ‘unmarked’ tendency 

It has often been suggested that Ioanwords tend to adopt the unmarked 
gender of the language into which they are borrowed. At first glance, this 
explanation would seem to bc a.pt for both our Spanish and French data. 
which show a predominanct! of masculine types: 87”,, (Spanish) and 78”,, 
(French). 

T;rble 7 

Gender tissignmcnt in host language nclun~ ~crsus timowed nouns 
-_ ---.- 

Spanish Spanish 
LUWS 

Classifiable Idcnlitiable 

(tckens);’ Ityp-sp endings analqzy 
____-. 

I-’ 4S”#, 47”,, l.J”,, 5 “1, N”,, 

M SS”,, 53 <I#, 87 ‘,,, (15 ‘I,, 61 ‘bo 

TOWI : 474 318 400 
-- 

Montreal French Loans Cl&liable IdcntifxIhle 
French ( lYp4 endings andagy 
(tokens)c 

-- 
F M”,, 36 “,, 12 ” 

7X ,p:: 
25”,, 38 alO, 

M Sh”q, 64”,, 75”., 62 ‘I#, 
latd : 291 69 172 

_ 
3 Dala trrken from Nawrro Tom& I!rh%. 
h Data rakcn from Bull I965 
c Data taken from Sankofl 197X. 
d Data taken from Tucker et al. 1977 

The closer examination in table 7, however, reveals that this principle 
may be of limited expianatory value, especially in the case of the Spanish 
data. 

First, rtlarkedness appnrs to be most often associated in the literature 
on gender assignment with the ;*&tive frequency of the two genders (e.g. 



Haugen 1969). However, there is no ovenvhelming predominance of mas- 
culine nouns in either French or Spanish. Indeed, in running text, the 
catio of masculine to feminine tokens is only about 55 : 45 in both lan- 
guages (cf. NzK;rrr, ‘, n ‘%Q for Spanish; Sankoit 1978 for Montreal French). 
In the French dictiotiary, according to Tucker et al. 119771, there is a 
higher proportion of masculine types, but it is not clear whether the 
addition of rare or unused nouns from the dictionary should be considered 
on the same footing with timmonly used nouns in the assessment of 
matkedness. (The argument for deciding markedness on the basis of gender 
assigned to rare or borrowed nouns would be circular in the present 
context.) 

Second, in the Spanish corpus, many of the borrowed nouns end in 
consonants and few in -a {or other specifically feminine endings). This 
in itself could well account for most of the masculine/feminine disproportion 
in gender assignment. The remainder could easily be accounted for by the 

greater relative proportions of phyGologicAy a;?d analogically masculine 
forms in the corpus. These latter fxts themselves need explanation - why 
should the proportion of analogically masculine borrowed ~~ouns exceed 
the overall rate of masculine tokens in Spanish running text? Nonetheless, 
there is no clear evidence in these data that there is some underlying 
tendency independent of the shape and the meaning of the word for 
borrowed nouns to take on masculine gender. Indeed, when the other 
effects are factored out through the statistical analysis (table 7), it will be 
=en that there is a slight overA trend towards the favoring of _femhinr 
gender (corrected mean = 0.597). when all factors are held constant. 

The French data show a different pattern. Even though the masculine/ 
feminine gender assignment ratio is less here (78 : 22) than among nouns 
borrowed into Spanish (87 : 13) in French it cannot be explained in terms 
of disproportion of phonologically and ecologically masculine borrowed 
nouns. Less than a quarter of the nouns could be defined as phonologically 
requiring a specific gender, and though mow than half could be co&d for 
analogical gender, the ratio of masculine to feminine ccldes is much less 
(62 : 38), than the actual disproportion in gender assignment, Furthermore, 
as we shal l  RX ,  the statistical factoring out of the various effects on gender 
assignment (table 9), leaves us with a distinct tendency to favor masculine 
over feminine (at 0.730), a tendacy already noted by Haden and Joliat 
(@4Q). 

What is particularly interesting here ir; tha? in the French of France, 
at least as exemplified by Tucker et al. (1977), And Haden and Joliat (1940), 



the assignment of gender to borrowed nouns, except those with feminine 
endings, is almost: categorically masculine, whereas in the Montreal French 
corpus, a significant proportion is feminine, This is in line with ti number 
of other impressions that Quebec French shows a grca;er predilection for 
assigning feminine gender to nouns than Metropolitan French. Various 
Fran&/Quebec contrasts such as IP @~fln jub or IC gutrg//a gmg are 
another line of evidence. Still another is the tendency documented by 
Barbaud (1979) for vowel-initial nouns, which are less difUtinctivcly identified 
as to gender because of the contraction of the distinguishing vowd of the 
determiner, to take on a feminine gender.16 

9. Multivariate analysis of ccwtribution of factors to gender assignment 

The results of a variable rule analysis (Sankoff 1979) of the contribution 
to gender assignment of all of !.he factors discussed in s&on 8 combined, 
basically confirm the percentages in table 3. 

Table 8. 

Conlribution of factors scl~ctcd as signiticant to the assignment of feminine gcndtx lo borrowed 

nouns in Puerto Ri c a n Spanish. Factcrs not sclucted: homophony. :;uffixal analogy. Factor 

effects vary betwtxn 0 and I. with Ggurcs higher than 0.5U I’itvoring de application. tind 

figures lower than 0.50 inhibiting rule’ applicalion. The tigurc OS0 ilsslf has no cflecr on 

the rule. 
--- - - 

Corrected mean : 0.597 

Physiological gender 

M 0 [Kdockout] 
0 0.15 

F 0.85 

Phonological gender 

M int, 0.13 
M unint. 0.26 

0 unint. 0.27 
0 int. 0.41 

F unint. 0.72 

F int. 0.97 
-._ 

Analogical gender 

M (1.31 
0 U.43 

F (1.75 

---- 

We see from tables 8 and 9 that physiologic4 gender is indeed an over- 
riding factor in determining e,ender in both Puerto Rican Spanish and 
MontreaI French. This is a knockout i’actor: no words with male referents 

I6 It iu unclear how this tendency airits borrowed nouns. Only I,3 nouns in our corpus 

lnqan with a vowel, of which two were assigned feminine gender. 



Contribulion uf lbztors wtcctcd as significant to thlr nssignmenr of feminine gender fo borrowcct 
IIUWS in Mmlrcal Fxnch. Factors nclt wlwtcd: humophony, phunolvgical gender. 

- ------- --- - 
Corrcaed mean : U7Il 
Physiological gcndcr Analogical gender sufflxul anurogy 

M 0 [Knuukoutj 0 0.30 M 0.12 
F I [Knockout] M 0.411 0 0.4s 

F 0.72 F 0.90 

were assigned feminine gender and vice versa. The 0.85 contribution ol’ 
female sex to the c;hoice of feminine gender in Puerto Rican Spanish is due 
to the two exceptions mentioned in footnote 14. We must recall, however., 
that physiological gender only pertains to less than IO“;, of the words ir 
b&h corpora. Analog&l gender also has a rather large and pervasiw: 
effect. in the expected direction. 

The major difference in the two corpora resides in the role of thr: 
phonological shape of the word, which contributes a strong zffect to gender, 
sssignment in Puerto Rican Spanish, an effect which, as mentioned before, 
increases as a function of the phonological integration of the loanword. 
Thus, the form [ikwara) contributes more to choice of feminine gender thar: 
1 ikwxdf] ‘quarter’. This is precisely what we might have expected given 
the well-defined rules for gender assignment obtaining in monolingual 
!ipanish. As gender assignment in French, on the other hand, is in com- 
parish only minimat~y determined by the phonological shape of the word, 
l.here is no reason to expect this factor to take on greater importance in 
assigning gender to borrowed material. Moreover, less than one fourth of 
t-he nouns borrowed into Montreal French resembled French words, whereas 
‘70”;, of those borrowed into Puerto Rican Spanish were made to resemble 
Spanish forms. This partly explains why phonological shape was not identified 
by the analysis as a significant factor in gender assignment in Montreal 
French, 

The rest of the redson is that suff~xal analogy, where equivalence can be 
Izstablished, ~(1s selected as signifimt TV, the statistical analysis. This factor 
#is largely correlated with phonological shape, and thus, when one is selected, 
it precludes the other. Had phonoIo@cal shape been selected, it would 
have had z Gniiar but sxzz!Ier efM th~-~ in Spanish. 

Homophony, which does not pertain to more than I I ‘;L of 11~ cases in 
&her corpus, was not a significant factor in either language, 



These results only partially confirm the conclusions t~f previous studic:; 
of gender assignment to borrowed nouns in these languages : Zimora (1975~ 
found that physioIogica1 and phonological gender predominated in Puerto 
Rican Spanish, while Haden and Joliat (1940) cited as opecativc in Canadian 
French all the Pdctors WC have mentioned here, though Ilone of these authors 
considered that more than cane factor could have brxn operating simul- 
taneously. 

10.  Discus&n 

WC have examined all of the fiwtors cited in the literature as important 
in gender assignrzent. In contrast with the prevalent approach, i.e. the 
eX@[ldd;hii ul’ gender assignment in terms of one categorical factor (e.g. 
physiological gender), and thg: swcessive explanation of all the exceptions 
by invoking a series of other- categorical factors, we have treated till the 
factors simultzlneously. since presumably all are at play at the time of 
introduction of a given borrowing, particularly in CLWY of conflict. We h;tve 
shown that some or the factors cited in the literature do indeed contribute 
strong effects to gender assignment. while others, like homophony and 
suff~xal analogy, are negligibk, except possibly in certain closely-related 
pairs of languages. But in no case but the most straishtfcxward one, that 
of physiological referent, do they apprwdch being categorical. Indeed, by 
comparing Puerto Rican Spitnish and Montreal French WC have shown 
that the f;dctors governing gender assignment are lamrlguage-specific: they 
fullow from the particularhim of the host language. Thus we MW that 
phonologkl Shap is more important in determining the gender of borrowed 
nouns in Puerto Rican Spanir;h than in Montreal Frerich, r&kcting mono- 
lingual patterns. 

However, none of the linguktic factors mentioned, except irr the relativeIy 
rare case of physiological referent. completely determines gender assign- 
ment beyond the proportions mentioned - this process is variable. But 
there is one other crud factor which we have not yet discussed: the 
speech community. Once a borrowed noun is assigned -3 gender by WI~UWW 
criteria. there is generally unanimous agreement among speakers.17 Thus 
I7 Some instances of vacillation in gender assignment to native words have been noted by 
Poplack (1979) among Puerto Rican speakers in Philadelphia, antI by Tucker et al. (1377) 
and Barbaud (1978) among French speakLTs in Canada. We have also noted additional examples 
of such vacillation in the speech of the E%st Harlem children and adults who constitute the 



This brings us to several other points illustrated by these findings. As 
mentioned ahove, Buudsmore (1971) has suggested, though not shown, 
thar. *‘some bilingual speakers [presumably those who arc less acculturaled] 
rna!~ show indifference as to what gender they opt for, others will show 
variations due to an incomplete assimilation of lexical items, and still 
others wiil show variations because of more subtle factors like a system- 
at&tion based nn criteria holding good for one or the other or both of 
tbe languages in contact” (p. 142). By irrcluding in our study speakers of 
vqing bilingual abilities - from functional monolinguak in the host lan- 
guage to balanced biiineuals, and f’rom five-year-olds who have not yet 
completed the acquisition process in either language, to ad&s - we have 
demonstrated that such ‘variations’ are p::actically nonexistent among both 
Montreal French and Puerto Rican Sp’anish speakers. The few cases of 
vacillation among recurring nouns were rarely on we&established borrow- 
ing:;. This indicates the strong role of the speech community in establishing 
norms for bilingual as well as monolingual linguistic behavior. This factor 
outweighs that of bilingual ability, s&e non-fluent bilinguals are not 
siplificantly distinct from bitland biliquals, and that of educational 
attilinment, despite Amdt’s claims that the study of less-educated informank 
would have resulted in more randomly made and unexplained gender 
decisions (IS7t): 249). In fact, according to the findings in this study, 

prcs:nt sample. Although there is no indication of the frequency of vacillation among native 
French nouns, AZ can roughly estimate (for the combined Philadelphia and East Harlem 
Spanish corpora) such vacillations to represent at most 0. I “,, of all gender assignments to 
natix noutls. 

Ir: part bezels of the paucity of emmples, cxatninalion of these data has not ye1 revealed 
any clear-cut patterning explicable in ferms of physiological referent, phoriological shape or 
disma of the gender carrier from the noun. We c:an point out, however. that approximately 
20”) of the vacillations in gcndcr assignments to native Spanish nouns occur when the 
phonological shcpc of the word would require the oppsite gender from the one it actually 
tnkrs in standard Spanish (e.g. PI pr013kwa ‘the problem’). We also note lhat 66”,, of the 
dacilIations went in the direction of mascu!ine assignment to feminine nouns, a much lesser 
protmrtion than that noted for the assigixrzat of masculine to borrowed nourts. and relatively 
closer to the rate of masculine nouns in ruming text. These remarks tie in with our observations 
(section 8) clmcerning Ihe nature of the unmarked tendency in genda assignment. 



criteria for gender assignment decisions have been largely internalized by 
children by the time they reach the frrst grade, and do not differ significantly 
thereafter, regardless of formal instruction in Spanish. 

Indeed, we have demonstr;ited an overwhelming regular@ in gender 
assignment among all membrs of both sample-s by showing that well- 
defined criteria applying to nutive nouns also apply rigorously to borrowed 
material: words of English ,origin take on specific native grammaticsll 
functions. In virtually every EIX where the host tanguage syntax requires 
the presence of a gender carrier, the browed noun is SO accompanied, 
whether intqra ted in to host language phonological and morphological 
patterns or not. Where assil;nment criteria depending on phonological 
segment are operative, these apply consistently, even for words which 
show two alternative paths of Fhonalogical integration (I:.g. PRS t# .s&er. h 
la swra ‘swtxater’ ; el htd?&i~t~~ - In Irumbwga ‘hamburger’). 

Thus it is clear that nouns borrowed from English, rather than dis- 
rupting the host inflectional and gender systems, are subject to the same 
processes and constraints as t’he rest of the lexicon. 
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